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to run 

present	 	    past

I run	 	 	    I ran

you ___________	   you ___________

we ___________	    we ___________

they ___________	   they ___________


she runs	  	    she ran

he ___________	    he ___________

it ___________	    it ___________


ex. They run. Zip runs up the hill.


to win

present	 	    past

I win	 	 	    I won

you ___________	   you ___________

we ___________	    we ___________

they ___________	   they ___________


she wins	  	    she won

he ___________	    he ___________

it ___________	    it ___________


ex. The dogs win!  

Zip won!


to jump

present	 	    past

I jump	 	    I jumped

you __________	    you __________

we ___________	    we ___________

they ___________	   they ___________


she jumps	 	    she jumped

he ___________	    he ___________

it ___________	    it ___________


ex. They jump up and down.

A frog can jump high.

The frog jumped away.


to stop 
present	 	    past

I stop		 	    I stopped

you ___________	   you ___________

we ___________	    we ___________

they ___________	   they ___________


she stops	  	    she stopped

he ___________	    he ___________

it ___________	    it ___________


ex. Zip and Zap stop.

He stops at the top of the hill.

We stopped at the red light.


to rest

present	 	    past

I rest	 	 	    I rested

you ___________	   you ___________

we ___________	    we ___________

they ___________	   they ___________


she rests	  	    she rested

he ___________	    he ___________

it ___________	    it ___________


ex. Zip and Zap stop and rest.

We rest on the bench.

Zap rested a long time.


to nap

present	 	    past

I nap		 	    I napped

you ___________	   you ___________

we ___________	    we ___________

they ___________	   they ___________


she naps	  	    she napped

he ___________	    he ___________

it ___________	    it ___________


ex. Zap naps in the sun.

Zap napped a long time.  

Zip didn't nap.


